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Stock market bubbles don’t grow out of thin air. They have a solid
basis in reality, but reality as distorted by misconception. – George
Soros
With the rapid rise of the price of bitcoin and other crypto currencies,
the talk of bubbles has, well, bubbled to the surface. The only thing that
has risen faster than bitcoin is the Google searches for ‘bitcoin’. Without
passing any judgement on bitcoin’s next move, either higher or lower,
we thought it might be insightful to take a look at past bubbles. This
‘anatomy of a bubble’ will look at common ingredients of environments
that foster bubbles, how they inflate, their various stages and, of
course, how they inevitably pop. There are many commonalities across
different bubbles, but there are also differences. Begging the question,
just what kind of bubble is bitcoin?
Nobel Laureate, and author of Irrational Exuberance Robert Shiller
defined a bubble as "a situation in which news of price increases spurs
investor enthusiasm, which spreads by psychological contagion from
person to person, in the process amplifying stories that might justify the
price increases and bringing in a larger and larger class of investors …
despite doubts about the real value of an investment.” Brin ging in the
idea of a positive feedback loop certainly helps explain how prices
reach exuberant levels. Feedback loops and other behavioural mistakes
are critical components in every bubble in history, and it does show just
how far things can go.

The Bubble Roadmap
We thought providing a generalized roadmap to a bubble may help
investors understand how these develop. Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue from
Hofstra University is the source of Chart 1 that provides a very neat and
tidy map for the various stages and the path of a bubble. While every
bubble doesn’t follow this path perfectly, it does capture many of the
similarities across various bubbles over the past few centuries. It really
does a great job at showing how knowledge of a bubble spreads across
different kinds of investors over time from a few pioneers, to smart
money, to general investors and then finally to just about everyone.
Hint: if your Uber driver has brought up bitcoin, you may know where
we are in the chart.
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Common Ingredients for Bubbles
While the roadmap may provide a useful general guide to a path, there are other aspects to bubbles that both fuel th eir
creation and ultimately their demise. Below, we have listed a number of common characteristics which may help in comparing
the current bubble to those in the past. The world never repeats itself, but it often rhymes.
Easy Money – The availability of plentiful easy credit has been evident in the majority of bubble over time. This contributes to
the inflating of the asset price and can carry over to other assets, even those only remotely connected to the primary bubble
asset.
Leverage – This varies from bubble to bubble, but often derivatives or other leverage tools are used to increase exposure to
the bubble asset.
Regulation Inflate – Many bubble were fed by regulations that had all the right intentions but the end result was not idea l.
New or disruptive technology – Bubbles tend to be based on a truly disruptive change in technology or the economy.
These bubbles often have a lasting economic impact.
Extended mismatch between demand and supply – Many bubbles are fed by rising demand and supply being too slow to
react.
Goes Global – Even bubbles that started in isolated locations or geographies often spread globally. This becomes most
evident during the deflation stage as exposures are better understood.
Broad public speculation – Once the general public gets involved feedback loops go into overdrive.
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The following table provides a history of major bubbles, which characteristics were evident and a brief description of each.

Details
England granted one company a monopoly trading rights for South Amer & Indies in exchange for assuming gov debt
Bubble driven by pure investor excitement about the prospects
End of hostilities, peace time and low interest rates contributed
Fraud was widespread as promoters jumped on the theme and company creation was widespread
Margin use was widespread and general public jumped in
Burst due to lacklustre trade revenues, return to reality / fundamentals

Tulip Mania
1630s

While tulips were new to the region, clearly not a disruptive technology
One type jumped from $1k to $20k in one month
Greater fool - few planned to use tulip bulbs, simply buy and sell higher to next person
Leverage and options became widespread
Not just rich, general populous were investing
Supply reacting to ridiculous pricing popped the tulip bubble
Then leverage sped the decline

Railway Mania
1840s

Bubble created in response to a new disruptive technology, namely iron tracks and better locomotives
Trigger was lower rates and repeal of regulations following South Sea Bubble
Economic boom / industrial growth fed the bubble
Promotion was very high from railroad companies and purchasing with leverage became widespread
Rising rates helped pop the bubble

Roaring 20s
1920s

Unprecedented economic boom following WWI
Automobile, radio, air travel
Heavy use of margin as desire to get rich quick was strong and successful for many (temporarily)
Crash triggered by Fed raising interest rates to cool economy
Collapse dragged investors and banks down (they put deposits in the market)

Dotcom
1990s

Advent of the Internet was changing the way we communicate
Just simple ideas could raise millions, most plans incorporated losing lots of money for many years to gain user base
This bubble was widespread and global, plus spread to other industries (telecom, media)
End came on the back of regulation crackdowns on monopolistic companies
and rising interest rates with no prospects of fundamentals

Housing Bubble
2005-2007

Low rates and home ownership friendly regulations were key ingredients
Financial innovation (CDOs) helped increase available credit substantially, increasing buyers and demand
Credit plus belief home prices wouldn't go down lured many into the bubble
Popped as prices stopped rising, making sub-prime refinancings impossible, cascade effect back down

Commodities
2001-2011

Rapid industrialization created extended period of rising commodity demand
The supply from these industries reacts slowly, creating a demand / supply imbalance
Projects which would only be viable under elevated prices were initiated
Demand slowed and supply had caught up by 2011
Ventures that once looked promising became money losers
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Bitcoin
Given the rise of bitcoin, from less than $500 at the start of 2017 to $19,217 today, most would agree there is a bubble at
work. Let’s go through the many common characteristics of the bubble in regards to bitcoin:
Easy money – The world is actually flush with easy credit thanks to unprecedented quantitative easing and historically low
rates for an extended period of time.
Leverage – This is probably not a big factor at the moment. Most purchases are on a cash basis given largely unregulated
markets and financial firms are just getting involved. Now with futures trading,
Bitcoin Mining
this may change.
Regulation Inflate – Absolutely, but not the way you may think. Demand for
bitcoin is high from countries with strict capital controls. As a result, in these
countries the wealthy are using bitcoin to move capital and avoid the capital
controls. Other countries’ regulations to control capital are driving increased
demand for bitcoin.

China

U.S.
Other

Disruptive Technology – The distributed ledger of blockchain is disruptive.
Cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin, are not disruptive to other currencies at this
point. An asset that goes up 40 fold in a year is not comparable to Euro or U.S.
Source: Cambridge University
dollars, it would be better considered a speculative digital asset. Although
cryptocurrencies are a disruptive technology for criminal activity by helping ease transferring money with limited detection. In
fact, criminals have likely benefited greatly from the rise of bitcoin.
Demand / Supply Mismatch – The actual creation of new bitcoin is controlled by increasingly complex calculations that must
be done to generate a new coin. This ‘mining’ as it is now called provides
verification of transactions but is also rather contrived. Fire up the computer to do
Google searches for bitcoin reach highest
ever
calculations and you get a coin. The mines are now warehouses filled with
computers and the key variable is electricity costs. It’s estimated 60% of mining is
100
90
located in China thanks to cheap coal fired electricity. So yes, bitcoin may be
Search is global in nature
Interest ranked by region
80
helping speed global warming as 0.1% of global electricity demand is now going
Nigeria
100
70
to bitcoin mines. That power usage equates to 3 million U.S. homes.
South Africa
88
60

Broad Public Speculation – This has certainly started. Pop-up ads on the
internet, start-up companies piling into the space, the most exciting topic at
holiday cocktail parties….it’s all here.
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Goes Global – This has clearly occurred sometime ago. Google searches have
ballooned and many are coming from all over the world.

So where could we be on Chart 1? The first sell-off/bear trap was likely the 2013 spike and retracement. The media attention
has been passed through, probably enthusiasm too. Given the rapid rise of late, our guess would be we are anywhere after
enthusiasm to “New Paradigm”. With the issue being who knows where and how long to go.
One caveat would be the size of this bubble is not anywhere near others….at this point. That is a good thing as if it bursts, the
economic damage may not be too meaningful. Even the Tulips caused a brief depression .
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